
 

Every atom counts in graphene formation
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Rice University researchers have come up with a set of calculations to predict
how graphene grows in the process known as chemical vapor deposition. The
graph set against an illustration of graphene growing on a nickel catalyst shows
the initial energy barrier a carbon atom must overcome to join the bloom;
subsequent atoms face an ever-smaller energy barrier until the process begins
again for the next line. Credit: Vasilii Artyukhov/Rice University

(Phys.org)—Like tiny ships finding port in a storm, carbon atoms dock
with the greater island of graphene in a predictable manner. But until
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recent research by scientists at Rice University, nobody had the tools to
make that kind of prediction.

Electric current shoots straight across a sheet of defect-free graphene
with almost no resistance, a feature that makes the material highly
attractive to engineers who would use it in things like touchscreens and
other electronics, said Rice theoretical physicist Boris Yakobson. He is
co-author of a new paper about graphene formation to appear this week
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

To examine exactly what happens at the atomic level, Yakobson and his
Rice colleagues took a close look at the now-common process called 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), in which a carbon source heated in a
furnace is exposed to a metal catalyst to form graphene, a single-atom
layer of pure carbon.

Yakobson, Rice's Karl F. Hasselmann Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and Materials Science and professor of chemistry, and his
colleagues calculated the energies of individual atoms as they accrete to
form graphene at the "nanoreactor" dock where the carbon vapor and
catalyst meet. With the help of theories long applied to crystal growth,
they determined that, at equilibrium, some patterns of graphene are
more likely to form than others depending on the catalyst used.

One hitch has been that the edge of a graphene sheet dictates how—or
even if—current may proceed to an electrode. Grain boundaries
—transitions in the hexagons' angles that appear when islands of
graphene merge during growth—can also derail electrons. Yakobson said
these edges and boundaries determine the sheet's overall electronic,
mechanical and magnetic properties, so knowing the conditions under
which graphene would favor edges that look like zigzags or
armchairs—or some angle in between – is important to researchers who
want to grow the material for use in electronic components.
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Yakobson and his co-authors, research associate Vasilii Artyukhov and
graduate student Yuanyue Liu, drew upon their knowledge of crystal
growth for their nanoreactor theory. They present a comprehensive
model of how atoms migrate from the feedstock – usually a carbon-rich
mist in a CVD furnace (and sometimes, famously, a cookie) – to the
catalyst and finally to the graphene lattice.

"Owing to the talents and efforts of materials chemists, graphene now
grows like mold on almost anything, and from almost any feedstock,"
Yakobson said. "But how it looks and the shape it takes is hard to
understand or predict.

"If you spill a little water on a flat, horizontal table, it will form a little
puddle of circular shape, because water is isotropic – all directions are
identical, and a circle has the smallest perimeter and therefore the lowest-
energy shape," he said.

But on the nanoscale, carbon atoms don't always act like water. "When
carbon is 'spilled' on metal, things get more complicated," he said.
"Different directions dictate different physical properties, and as a
result, graphene's shape can be a polygon or a star or a flower."

That sounds like the way a crystal grows, a property not lost on the
researchers.

  
 

  

This graphic by Rice researchers shows graphene growth via open-pentagon
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armchair edges, with atoms joining one by one to form the material's familiar
hexagonal lattice. The researchers analyzed the energies involved in graphene
creation in a study that may help experimentalists grow better-quality graphene
via chemical vapor deposition. Credit: Yakobson Lab/Rice University

"Despite the huge amount of research being done on graphene all over
the world, almost nobody so far has treated graphene synthesis as a
crystal growth process and taken advantage of the rich theoretical tool
set developed in mid-20th century for semiconductor technology,"
Artyukhov said. "Crystal growth theory is a large and established field of
science, and there are many more concepts that can be applied to
graphene synthesis beyond the first steps outlined in our work."

The ultimate shape of graphene depends on the subtle interplay of
energies and speed of growth. Like water, atoms take the path of least
resistance, and that path can change due to slight temperature changes
and variations in the carbon vapor density.

"As carbon is added in CVD growth, different sides advance with
different speeds," Yakobson said.

The team used density functional theory to calculate the formation of
graphene for all possible edge orientations on various catalysts, including
nickel, iron, copper and cobalt. They found the energy levels of atoms
can be mapped, step by step, as they leave the vapor and join the lattice
at a nanoreactor.

A sheet of graphene starts to form when the first few carbon atoms
attach to the catalyst and establish a nucleus around which atoms
continue to settle. The graphene grows in rows as new atoms are added,
but the rows don't have straight edges. Some have a zigzag pattern,
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others form a more complex shape that scientists call armchair. The
shape of the edge pattern is dictated by the most efficient use of energy.
The Rice team found that zigzag edges face a high-energy barrier at the
start of a new row, but the rest of the row's atoms fall into line quickly
and easily. For armchairs, the initial barrier is smaller but remains the
same for every subsequent atom that docks.

Skewed edges – in between zigzag and armchair – grow fastest of all,
because they have the smallest energy barrier to overcome to start or
complete a row, Liu said. Also interesting, he said, is the finding that
carbon vapor with atom pairs called dimers might prompt faster and
better-quality graphene growth.

The researchers found the lagging zigzag edges are a bottleneck that,
independent of the metal substrate, helps determine the overall shape of
a graphene bloom. Other kinetic factors can also lead to variations that
produce stars, flowers or asymmetric shapes.

The researchers were surprised to find that open-pentagon armchair
edges are the most likely growth pattern under equilibrium on iron,
cobalt and nickel, while zigzag edges were especially pronounced on a
copper catalyst. They also found mathematical evidence that certain
defects, in which five- and seven-atom polygon pairs replace adjacent
hexagons, are unlikely to form except in a vacuum, an unrealistic
scenario for graphene growth. That puts the new theory in line with
Yakobson's previous work to show how unlikely defects are to form
when growing carbon nanotubes.

Yakobson said the theory advances on one the carbon-growth
community considers canonical—the vapor-liquid-solid paradigm—by
getting right down to the smallest details.

  More information: www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1207519109
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